
International Mattekloppers 

Team Tournament 
27th of June 2020 in Groningen  

 

GSBV de Mattekloppers invites you all to the International Mattekloppers Team Tournament. 

Submit your team by sending an e-mail to lustrum@mattekloppers.nl  

Mixteams   

Females: -63 kg, +63 kg 

Males: -73 kg, -81 kg, -90 kg, +90 kg  

 

GSBV de Mattekloppers want to organize a tournament in which as many judokas can participate at their 

own level. That is why, in addition to the main class, there is also a B-class for the less experienced judoka.  

In the B-class, in addition to participants up to the bleu belt, veterans born in 1983 or earlier may 

participate. 

So for the B-class, each team member must be either 37 years or older or have a blue belt or lower.  

Date, location and other information  

Program:  27th of June 2020 

   Judo matches  

   Dinner (register separately for this) 

   Party in the city centre of Groningen. 

 

Location:  ACLO sportcentrum  

   Blauwborgje 16 

   9747 AC Groningen  

 

Costs:   €75,00 for each team   

   Dinner is €10,00 per person and must be paid for in advance.   

   Entrance to the party is included in the price.  

 

Registration:  Register before the 1th of June 2020 by sending an e-mail to:  

Lustrum@mattekloppers.nl  

Provide your team name,  club and class. Transfer the registration fee  

before the 1th of June 2020 to NL09INGB0003915457 with the BIC code: INGBNL2A.  

   The registration is already open! 

 

You must register for the dinner separately by e-mailing your team name and 

number of people. (lustrum@mattekloppers.nl)  

The payment (€10,00 per person) must also be transferred to NL09INGB0003915457 

before the 1th of June 2020. 
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Weigh-in: At the weig-in the judoka must show a valid identification and proof that they are a 

member of their national judo federation.  

Starting and weighing times will be notified by e-mail to participating teams by the 

13th of June 2020.  

 

Changes:  All the changes about your team or the amount of people for the dinner must be 

passed on to the GSBV Mattekloppers before the 1st of June.    

 

Contact:  For questions you can e-mail to lustrum@mattekloppers.nl  

 

We hope to see you at our tournament.  
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